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FEDERAL RESERVE’S
COMMUNICATION:
A LATENT DIRICHLET
ALLOCATION ANALYSIS
WITH APPLICATION
TO THE FOMC MINUTES
DAISY MARTINA LAGANÀ

Abstract
I employ Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), a machine learning algorithm, to divide the FOMC meeting minutes from 2002 to 2013 into nine
economic topics. The aim is to analyse whether the increased monetary policy transparency via the adoption of forward guidance in the post-meeting
statements, and its greater use during and after the Global Financial Crisis,
have transformed the contents of the minutes over time, and whether we can
observe greater proportion of contents devoted to monetary policy (defined
as references to current and future setting of the fed funds rate). The results
show there is no significant variation in the proportion of topics over time
but still we can observe an increase in the proportion of the monetary policy
topic starting with the firmer use of forward guidance during and post-crisis.
In addition, this paper highlights the particular suitability of LDA as a tool
for Central Banks’ documents analysis.

Master’s Degree in Corporate Finance, LUISS Guido Carli - daisylagana@gmail.com
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I comunicati della Federal Reserve: un’analisi dei verbali del FOMC
attraverso l’uso del Latent Dirichlet Allocation – Sintesi
Utilizzando Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), un algoritmo del machine
learning, scompongo i verbali del FOMC dal 2002 al 2013 in nove temi economici. L’obiettivo è quello di analizzare se una maggiore trasparenza delle politiche
monetarie nelle dichiarazioni post-riunione della FOMC grazie all’adozione della forward guidance, e un suo maggiore utilizzo durante e dopo la Crisi Finanziaria Globale, abbiano trasformato il contenuto dei verbali nel tempo, e se possiamo osservare un aumento della proporzione dei contenuti dedicata alla politica
monetaria (definita come riferimenti alla fissazione attuale e futura del fed funds
rate). I risultati mostrano una variazione non significativa della proporzione dei
temi discussi nel tempo, tuttavia possiamo osservare un aumento della proporzione
del tema di politica monetaria a partire dall’uso più deciso della forward guidance
durante e dopo la crisi. Inoltre, questo studio evidenzia la particolare idoneità del
LDA come strumento per l’analisi di documenti di Banche Centrali.
Parole chiave: FOMC; Verbali; Politica Monetaria; Latent Dirichlet Allocation; Analisi dei
Dati di Testo.
Codici JEL: E37; E52; E58.
Keywords: FOMC; Minutes; Monetary Policy; Latent Dirichlet Allocation; Text Data
Analysis.
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1. Introduction
Over the last thirty years Central Banks have become remarkably more
transparent, distancing themselves from the tradition of secrecy, and also
started to rely more heavily on communication for monetary policy-making.
This revolution in thinking was stimulated by different considerations, but
mostly by a considerable amount of empirical evidence of enhancement of
the effectiveness of monetary policy driven by communication. The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC), the Federal Reserve’s body in charge
of monetary policy decisions, marked significant milestones toward more
transparent policy-making over time. Its communication strategy gradually
evolved and nowadays the FOMC communicates with the public about its
latest and future policy decisions with different tools although the transcripts,
minutes, and post-meeting statements contain the most important contents
for the market and the academic world. The transcripts report the members’
full conversations during their meetings, the minutes are a summary of the
transcripts, whereas the post-meeting statements provide a short summary of
the FOMC’s latest policy decisions and the rationale, as well as an indication
of the future path of monetary policy (although not always). Perhaps the most
significant advancement in communication policy was in August 2003 when
the FOMC, under Alan Greenspan’s guidance, after lowering the fed funds
rate almost to the zero-lower bound, started to provide some indications in
its post-meeting statements of the expected or intended future path of policy rates, which is known today as forward guidance. Such direct guidance
ended in June 2006 and was subsequently resurrected in December 2008, at
the peak of the Global Financial Crisis, when the FOMC used purely qualitative language to indicate that the exceptionally low levels of the fed funds
rate would have continued for “some time”. Such forward guidance language
evolved over time, according to the needs of the Committee, from purely
qualitative to the much more specific and direct date-based forward guidance
from August 2011 to October 2012 and state-contingent forward guidance
RIVISTA BANCARIA - MINERVA BANCARIA N. 3 / 2022
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from December 2012 to December 2013. It is not surprising that the Chairman of the crisis and post-crisis years, Ben Bernanke, was a long-term proponent of monetary policy transparency and of the use of forward guidance for
shaping market expectations, especially in the zero lower bound condition,
when future rate cuts are no longer possible (Bernanke, 2015).
I apply Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), a text mining technique first
developed by Blei et al. (2003), to divide the FOMC meeting minutes (hereafter referred to as the minutes) from 2002 to 2013 into nine economic topics. The main aim of this paper is to analyse whether the increased monetary policy transparency via the adoption of forward guidance in the FOMC
post-meeting statements has transformed the contents of the minutes. In particular, I want to observe whether this greater transparency in the post-meeting statements means also a greater proportion of contents devoted to monetary policy (defined as references to current and future setting of the fed funds
rate) in the minutes, and whether this increase is more visible during and
after the Global Financial Crisis, under Bernanke’s chairmanship, when the
FOMC used a firmer and more explicit form of forward guidance language.
Considering that the FOMC meetings (and thus the minutes) are characterized by recurring contents, and so most of the topics are covered in each of
them, before conducting the analysis I did not expect significant variation in
the proportion of topics over time, including the topic devoted to monetary
policy, the one subjected to analysis. Nevertheless, I expected to see a slightly
greater proportion of the content devoted to the topic in question starting
from the end of 2008, when the FOMC, under Bernanke’s leadership, made
greater use of its forward guidance tool in the post-meeting statements.
LDA is an unsupervised generative probabilistic topic model algorithm
that is able to detect underlying topics from text documents. Thus, a second
but important goal of this paper is to be able to properly extract, via the use
of LDA, the topics discussed in the minutes and observe their mixture over
38
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time. The algorithm assumes the number of topics to be known a priori and
fixed for all the documents. This constitutes one of the main challenges of
LDA due to the trade-off between choosing few topics, with the risk of mixing different topics and losing interpretability, and choosing too many, with
the risk of creating too specific topics and losing the general picture. Although
there are some statistical methods that are able to guide the choice, generally
the number of topics is chosen arbitrarily by the researcher based on the content of the documents (see for example Edison and Carcel (2020)). In order
to guide my choice, I randomly selected for each year one document and
carefully analysed the content. I distinguished in most of them a minimum of
eight and a maximum of twelve topics. Afterward, I ran the LDA algorithm
several times, each time with a different number of topics T around the eighttwelve range. The aim of this step was to find the most appropriate number of
topics in such a way that the top words (i.e., words with high probability of
belonging to a topic) among each word-cluster identified by LDA were as distinct as possible (i.e., little overlap of words among the clusters), so that I was
able to interpret without any doubt their respective topic. I identified nine as
the most suitable number, which is coherent with the eight topics chosen by
Edison and Carcel (2020) who analysed the evolution of the topics discussed
in the FOMC transcripts from 2003 to 2012.
After a careful analysis, I interpreted the following topics from the 9
word-clusters: Asset Purchase Program, Inflation, Labor Market, Fiscal Policy
& International Economy, Current and Prospective Economic Developments
& Economic Projections, Financial Markets, Economic Outlook, Key Sectors
and Monetary Policy & Communication. Then, I computed their proportion
over 2002-2013. The findings support my initial hypothesis. Overall, there
is not a significant variation in the proportion of topics over time. However,
the results also show an increase in the proportion of the topic of monetary
policy starting with the firmer forward guidance use during and post-crisis.
That is, the results suggest that Bernanke moved the Federal Reserve further
in the direction of monetary policy transparency.
RIVISTA BANCARIA - MINERVA BANCARIA N. 3 / 2022
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This paper contributes to a small but growing branch of literature devoted
to the use of text mining techniques to Central Banks’ documents for content
analysis, and specifically for topic modeling. Text mining techniques have
been widely applied in many social science streams of literature, such as politics and sociology, and journalism, but they have been less frequently applied
in economics, especially within Central Banks studies (Bholat et al., 2015,
p.1), although they have recently attracted increasing interest. Within text
mining, content analysis refers to all the techniques that are able to infer the
tone/sentiment and/or topics in a text, based on the frequency of words (Bholat et al., 2015, p. 20). Some well-known tone/sentiment analysis of Central
Banks’ documents are Lucca and Trebbi (2009) who classified Fed statements
as hawkish or dovish, Bligh and Hess (2013) who measured the certainty,
pessimism, and macroeconomic language of Alan Greenspan’s speeches, testimonies and FOMC statements under his chairmanship, and Kahveci and
Odabaş (2016) who observed the change in tone pre and post-crisis of monetary policy statements of the Federal Reserve, European Central Bank, and
Central Bank of Republic of Turkey. Other works, such as the present paper, focus on the application of text mining techniques for topic modeling.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) are
two popular and particularly suitable techniques for topic modeling. Unlike
Boolean and dictionary-based text mining techniques traditionally employed,
LDA and LSA are capable of accurately clustering words belonging to the
same topic without the use of any pre-defined words lists. Some very wellknown applications of LSA are Boukus and Rosenberg (2006) and Mazis
and Tsekrekos (2017), who extracted the different topics of the minutes from
1987 to 2005 and of the FOMC statements between 2003 and 2014, respectively, to study their impact on financial markets, and Hendry and Madeley
(2010) who carried out a similar analysis of the statements of the Bank of
Canada from 2002 to 2008. Other works focus on the comparison between
similar Central Bank’s documents, such as Acosta (2015), who applied LSA to
40
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analyse how accurately the minutes convey the information discussed during
1
the meetings, and so the transcripts . Very recently also LDA has been applied
to Central Banks’ documents for topic modeling. See for example Hansen et
al. (2017), who carried out a similar study to the one of Acosta (2015), trying
to infer how policy deliberations have evolved from 1987 to 2009 following
the FOMC members’ knowledge of their discussions being made public. Like
Boukus and Rosenberg (2006) and Mazis and Tsekrekos (2017), also Hansen
and McMahon (2015), Jegadeesh and Wu (2017), and Ostapenko (2020)
studied the informativeness of the contents of the FOMC materials for financial markets. One well-known recent application of LDA to Central Banks’
documents for topic modeling is the one by Edison and Carcel (2020), who
analysed the evolution of the topics discussed in the FOMC transcripts from
2003 to 2012. Although most of the studies focus on the FOMC, there are
also some few relevant ones that employ LDA on other major Central Banks’
documents such as Hansen et al. (2019), who divided the Bank of England’s
Inflation Reports into different topics to analyse their impact on the market.
Shirota et al. (2015) extracted the topics of the Bank of Japan’s meeting minutes, focusing on the sales tax hike of 2014, and Keida and Takeda (2019)
analysed the Bank of Japan’s press conferences from 2012 to 2018 to spot
changes in the communication strategy between the governorships of Masaaki Shirakawa and Haruhiko Kuroda. Another relevant analysis is the one by
Tobback et al. (2017), who applied LDA to the articles published after the
European Central Bank press conferences from 1999 to 2016 to detect the
most dominant topics cited by the media.
Unlike the studies mentioned above, the main aim of this paper is to identify changes in the discussions of the Committee members’ driven by the
adoption of a new monetary policy instrument (i.e., forward guidance), as
well as to spot any differences in such regard between two chairmanships
1

I recall that the minutes can be considered as a summary of the transcripts. The latter are released only after a
five-year lag while the former after a three-week lag.

RIVISTA BANCARIA - MINERVA BANCARIA N. 3 / 2022
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(i.e., Alan Greenspan’s and Ben Bernanke’s). To the best of my knowledge,
a similar study can only be found in Vallès and Schonhardt-Bailey (2015),
2
who used the paid Alceste Software to analyse how the contents discussed by
the members of the Bank of England’s Monetary Policy Committee (MPC)
were shaped by the adoption of forward guidance in 2013. In particular they
focused on the minutes and speeches of the final year of Mervyn King’s Governorship, when forward guidance language was not yet used, and the first
year of Mark Carney’s, when such language was used for the first time.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the Federal Reserve’s milestones toward greater transparency and the main motivations
behind this global revolution in thinking. Section 3 describes the data subjected to analysis and the methods applied in the identification of the topics.
The results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 provides some concluding
remarks.

2. Central Banks’ Communication: the Opening of the Temple
Thirty years ago it was generally believed that central banking was an esoteric art in the hands of a community of experts with skills and knowledge
not available to the general public. During those years, secrecy and ambiguity
were commonly considered part of Central Banks’ policy-making. Historically, many of the Fed officials opposed greater transparency. For instance,
they opposed for years the release of the FOMC transcripts mostly because
they feared causing unwanted consequences, such as volatility in the markets.
This secrecy was not just a characteristic of the United States’ Central Bank.
For example, the 1921-1944 Governor of the Bank of England Montagu
Norman’s very famous motto was “never explain, never excuse” and he was
2
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not the only one with the same view on the matter. Many central bankers
of those times believed their activities should be shrouded in mystery and
that openness could actually damage the effectiveness of monetary policy.
Indeed, secrecy was almost seen as a monetary policy tool. Alan Greenspan,
Chairman of the Federal Reserve from 1987 to 2006, was very famous for
his long, wordy and vague statements, practicing what at that time was called
“constructive ambiguity”3 and today “Fedspeak”4 or “Greenspeak”, and for
his reluctance to move toward greater monetary policy transparency. Later
Greenspan (2007) admitted he was aware of the influence his words had and
he used this intentional strategy to prevent overreactions to his remarks by
financial markets, and so prevent a self-fulfilling prophecy. However, despite
the concerns, starting from the early 90s there was a growing tendency with5
in the Fed toward greater openness . In 1994 the FOMC not only began to
publish the meeting transcripts, although with a five-year lag (as is still the
case today), but also to release immediately after a scheduled meeting the
post-meeting statements reporting the members’ latest policy decision. Until
then, the Fed never issued any statements regarding changes in the fed funds
rate, and so the market had to infer such information closely monitoring the
actions of the New York Fed trading desk. Afterward, in 1999, the FOMC
started to provide in its post-meeting statements some indications of the expected or intended future path of policy rates in terms of “tilt” or “bias” and
then “balance of risks”. The Federal Reserve wasn’t the only Central Bank
moving in this direction. At that time, some form of forward guidance had
already been adopted by the Central Bank of New Zealand (from 1997) and
3
4
5

This term was first coined by Henry Kissinger, a former U.S. politician, for political matters.
Recently Fedspeak is also used to describe general Central Banks’ talk.
Especially after the many criticisms received by Henry B. Gonzalez. At that time, he was Head of the U.S.A.
Housing Banking Committee and he started a series of initiatives aimed at improving public accountability of
the Fed. Among other things, he accused the Fed of keeping secret from the public for 17-years the existence
of the transcripts of the FOMC meetings (as well as the tapes). Alan Greenspan, the Chairman of those years,
eventually decided to release the transcripts as he didn’t want the Fed to be perceived as a Temple. For more
information, please see: Todd, T. (2016). A corollary of accountability: A history of FOMC policy communications. Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City. Retrieved from https://www.kansascityfed.org/~/media/files/
publicat/acorollaryofaccountability/acorollaryofaccountability.pdf.
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Japan (from 1999). The latter was the very first Central Bank to have used
forward guidance in the zero lower-bound condition (Contessi and Li, 2013).
Welcomed by many, over the last thirty years many Central Banks not only
became noticeably more transparent but also started to rely more heavily on
communication for monetary policy-making. The communication channels
differ from Central Bank to Central Bank although they generally include
the release of timely monetary policy announcements, minutes, transcripts,
reports, speeches, and holding of post-meeting press conferences. This revolution in thinking was stimulated by different reasons. First of all, given that
their actions do not merely affect financial markets but rather the life of every
citizen, Central Banks act as public servants and so have the duty to be more
open to the public about their decision-making process (Bernanke, 2004).
Secondly, independent Central Banks should be accountable for their actions
to their respective Government and, more generally, to the public. Finally, as
the notion of the importance of managing market expectations became widely recognized, many Central Banks started to use communication as a key
tool to make monetary policy more effective and improve economic results,
especially in exceptional conditions. Two of the first pundits to express their
view on Central Banks’ communication were Blinder (1998, pp. 70-72) and
Woodford (2001, p. 307) who advocated that higher transparency and communication can improve monetary policy by managing market expectations
of Central Banks’ setting of future short-term interest rates. As illustrated by
many, such as Bernanke (2004) and Woodford (2005, p. 402), although the
public tends to focus on short-term rates, such as the fed funds rate, long-term
ones are much more important to economic activities as most investment and
borrowing decisions depend on their value. However, there is a link between
the two: long-term rates reflect market expectations of the future evolution of
overnight rates (such as the fed funds rate) and other related short-term rates.
This is because long-term rates can be divided into two parts: the expected fu-
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ture short-term rates and a term premium6. Thus, as many economists argue,
better communication about Central Bank’s future short-rate setting contributes to the management of long-term rates and thus to the effectiveness of
monetary policy. One of those advocates was Ben Bernanke, a great believer
in policy transparency. Bernanke et al. (2004) published an empirical analysis
presenting evidence that Central Banks’ communication can help in managing public future short-term rates expectations, especially in the zero lower
bound condition, when there is little or no room for further easing. Another
empirical study of those years worth mentioning is the one by Gürkaynak et
al. (2005) whose findings suggest that the FOMC can shape longer-term rates
and stimulate the economy by effectively communicating its future policy
intentions. Eventually, central banking practices changed, embracing a new
era of openness and greater communication.

3. Data and Methods
This section is composed of three parts. The first part describes the data
subjected to analysis. The second one presents the pre-processing passages
required to prepare the text documents in a format suitable for analysis. The
third part presents LDA and its application in the extraction of the topics
from the minutes.

3.1. Selection and Description of the Data: the Minutes
To address my research question, I analysed the minutes of all the scheduled FOMC meetings from 2002 to 2013. The FOMC holds eight scheduled
meetings during each year and other meetings, including conference calls, if
6

The premium part reflects the remuneration investors ask for holding assets with longer maturities.
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needed. For my analysis I used only the scheduled meetings, for a total sample
of 96 text documents7. The minutes are an accurate summary of the contents
discussed by participants during the FOMC meetings. They are used as one
of the key communication tools for informing U.S. Congress, markets, and
the public about the FOMC’s monetary policy decision process. The minutes
can be divided into four major sections:
i) administrative matters;
ii) staff’s outlook of the economic and financial situation;
iii) Governors’ and Reserve Bank Presidents’ (the “participants”) view on
economic conditions and future outlook;
iv) Governors’ monetary policy decision and outlook for future monetary
policies, the voting process, the directive to the Fed of NY, as well as the
discussion on the content of the post-meeting statement to be released
shortly after.
I removed manually from all the minutes the first section, and from the
last section the voting part and the directive to the NY Fed, as unlikely to
contain meaningful content. Like Edison and Carcel (2020) I also removed
the staff’s outlook as I am only interested in analysing the contents discussed
by the participants.
I decided to focus my analysis on the minutes rather than the statements
or the transcripts on the basis of two considerations. Firstly, the minutes have
a better balance between information content and timing. Although the minutes are released after a three-week lag whereas the statements are released immediately after a FOMC meeting, the minutes provide a much richer information content about the meetings than the statements. On the other hand,
the transcripts provide the most detailed record of the meetings. However,
they are released after a five-year lag, and thus lose power in terms of communication timing compared to the minutes. In the second instance, I decided
to examine the minutes because I deem them more appropriate text docu7
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ments candidates for an LDA analysis. The minutes have a clear structure and
convey the contents of the discussions through the use of recurring words,
contrary to the transcripts which are conversations with interactive use of the
language. On the other hand, while the statements also have a recurring use of
words, they are very short text documents with relatively less insight about the
overall topics discussed8. Nevertheless, as the studies cited in the Introduction
demonstrate, LDA can still be successfully applied to the transcripts and the
statements, and a comparison of the contents across such documents in the
reference period could constitute a future possible expansion of this study.
As I will explain in greater depth later, I chose to investigate the period of
2002-2013 because it is marked by greater monetary policy transparency via
the use of forward guidance as well as by the leadership of two Fed Chairmen
with a different view on Central Banks’ transparency, namely Alan Greenspan, at the helm from the beginning of the sample until January 2006 and
Ben Bernanke, Chairman from February 2006 until the end of the sample.

3.2. Pre-processing of the Documents
After freely downloading all the minutes between 2002 and 2013 from
the Federal Reserve Board of Governor’s official website, I broke each minutes into different paragraphs, keeping record of the specific minutes where a
paragraph belongs to9. A total sample of 818 text documents (the “corpus”)
was created. Then, as suggested by the text mining guide provided by Bholat et al. (2015, p. 5-8), I carried out several pre-processing operations to
prepare the documents in a format suitable for analysis. That is, I removed
non-alphabetic characters, broke the corpus into individual tokens or words,
deleted non-meaningful words (“stopwords”), and stemmed the words (see
8
9

The statements mainly convey the latest monetary policy decision and the rationale, and an indication of the
future path of monetary policy.
Splitting the documents into different paragraphs improves the performance of LDA in the word-clusters identification, as paragraphs are devoted to a lesser number of topics.
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Appendix 1 for further details). At the end of such steps the number of total
words was more than halved, from an initial of 185,249 to 84,40410. Finally,
in order to investigate the documents’ most frequent words I created a Term
Document Matrix (TDM), a matrix where each row represents one unique
word, each column one document, and each value the number of appearances
of a given word in a document. The matrix created is characterized by 2,437
unique words and 818 documents (that is, the number of total paragraphs).
I used this matrix to generate a bar plot (see Figure 1) and a word cloud (see
Figure 2) of the most frequent words that I present in the Results section of
this paper.

3.3. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
To examine the impact of greater monetary policy transparency on the
contents of the minutes, I applied Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), a topic
modeling algorithm first developed by Blei et al. (2003). Before explaining
the remaining passages of my analysis, I will first provide a brief overview of
text mining, LDA and Gibbs sampling algorithms, as well as some shortcomings of the model.
3.3.1. An Overview of Text Mining and its Application to Central Banks’
Documents
Text mining refers to the wide set of computational tools and statistical
techniques that are able to quantify text data, that is, to treat it quantitatively
to extract valuable insights (Bholat et al., 2015, p.1). They have been widely applied in many social science streams of literature, such as politics and
10 Note that this number refers to the total number of words which is different from the number of unique words
of the corpus (that is, the number of words distinct from each other). As I explain later, the unique words will
make up the rows and columns of the Term Document Matrix and the Document Term Matrix, respectively.
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sociology, and journalism, but they have been less frequently applied in economics, especially within Central Banks studies (Bholat et al., 2015, p.1), although they have recently attracted increasing interest. Most of the empirical
works in economics tend to focus on quantitative data and apply data mining.
However, text mining techniques are also worth applying. First of all, they
enable the analysis of large sets of text data in a short time and the extraction
of valuable information that may be disregarded by human readers (Bholat et
al., 2015, p.1). Secondly, they can be used for a wide range of purposes, the
most common being information retrieval, content comparison, tone/sentiment analysis, topic classification and modeling. In text mining, observations,
instead of being numbers, are text data, also known as documents. Examples
of documents eligible for analysis can be newspapers, emails, scientific papers, books, documents, Twitter archives, etc. Candidate text data for central
banking analyses are Chairmen’s and Governors’ speeches, meetings materials, reports, etc. The text data could be a single document or a collection of
documents depending on the analysis undertaken. Text mining techniques
can be broadly distinguished between supervised (which require the user to
train the algorithm with classified documents) and unsupervised (which do
not require such training), and between deductive (which try to validate a
general theory testing a particular dataset) and abductive techniques (which
draw conclusions for a particular case from the data under analysis without
then generalizing to other cases). LDA is an unsupervised and abductive technique.
3.3.2. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and Gibbs Sampling Algorithms
First developed by Blei et al. (2003), Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is
one of the most popular algorithms for topic modeling. Topic modeling refers
to the unsupervised machine learning techniques that classify documents into
a number of topics by identifying clusters of similar word patterns from such
documents. Topic modeling assumes words are not independent of one anRIVISTA BANCARIA - MINERVA BANCARIA N. 3 / 2022
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other but rather linked together by underlying topics. LDA is an unsupervised
generative probabilistic topic model algorithm that is able to detect underlying topics (the latent variables) from text documents. As previously described,
the number of topics is assumed to be known a priori and fixed for all the
documents. The word “Latent” means “hidden”. While the documents and
the words are observable, the topics, the document-topic distributions and
the word-topic assignments are hidden, and they are discovered through the
generative process of LDA. “Dirichlet” refers to LDA’s innovation in assuming Dirichlet priors for both document-topic and word-topic distributions,
allowing a probability distribution sampling over a probability simplex whose
sum is one. In other words, LDA’s Dirichlet distribution allows documents
and words to exhibit different topics. Lastly, “Allocation” refers to the action
of allocating topics to documents and words to topics. In summary, LDA
relies on two baseline assumptions. The first is that documents with similar
topics will use a similar group of words. The second assumption is that each
document is described as a probabilistic distribution over latent topics and
each topic as a probabilistic distribution over words. That is, each document
is a mixture of topics and each topic is a mixture of words. Words identified
by the model with a high probability of belonging to a certain topic usually
give a good insight into the content of such a topic (e.g., the words inflation
and price for the topic concerning inflation), and documents containing such
words will more probably belong to such a topic as well.
Another important characteristic of LDA is its capability of clustering
words belonging to the same topic without the use of any user pre-defined
words lists. Like Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), LDA assumes words are not
independent of one another but rather linked together by latent topics based
on their appearance in a text. This advantage is what makes LDA and LSA
more beneficial than Boolean and dictionary-based techniques, which, on
the other hand, require the researcher to pre-define a set of words of interest
(Bholat et al., 2015, p.11). Worth also noting is that LSA works when documents and words are centered on a single topic, while as already described,
50
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LDA has the distinguishing feature of being a probabilistic model in which
words and documents can be assigned to multiple topics (Bholat et al., 2015,
p.12). Given the multi-topic nature of both the words11 and the documents
subjected to analysis (that is, the minutes), LDA is the most suitable method
among the two for my analysis.
Before going into the details of the application of LDA for my analysis
I will make use of Schwarz (2018) paper to illustrate how the probability
distribution of LDA works as well as its generative process. Given a corpus
consisting of D paragraphs (also referred to as documents) and given T topics
(where T is chosen in advance), each paragraph d of corpus D is a probabilistic distribution over T topics. Paragraph vector i d = 6i d,1, ..., i d,T @ of length
T contains such probabilities. One of the two outputs of LDA will be a matrix i of dimension D # T , where i 1, ..., i D are row vectors 1 # T , and whose
entries ^ i d,t h represent the probability of paragraph d to belong to topic t:
JK i 1 NO JK P (t 1 | d 1) g P (t T | d 1) NO
OO
K O K
i = KK h OO = KKK
h
j
h
OO
KK OO K
O
L i D P L P (t 1 | d D) g P (t T | d D) P

(1)

Given a vocabulary consisting of V unique words from the corpus, each
topic t belonging to T is a probabilistic distribution over the vocabulary V. Topic vector z t = 6z 1,t, ..., z V,t@l of length V contains such probabilities. The second output of LDA will be a matrix z of dimension V # T , where z 1, ..., z T
are column vectors V # 1, and whose entries ^ z v,t h represent the probability
of observing word v from the vocabulary conditional on topic t:

11 For example, the word policy can either be associated to the topic of Fiscal Policy or the one of Monetary Policy;
the word price can either be associated to the topic of Inflation but also to the topic of Key Sectors (comprising
Consumer Spending, Business Investments and Housing Market).
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JK P (w 1 | t 1) g P (w 1 | t T) NO
K
OO
(2)
z = ^ z 1, ..., z T h = KKK
h
j
h
O
K P (w | t ) g P (w | t ) OO
V
1
V
T
L
P
Given the parameters i and z, LDA assumes a generative process whereby
paragraphs of N d words are generated. In simple words, LDA works backwards as if it were to construct the paragraphs by itself. More precisely, first
a word probability distribution z is sampled from a Dirichlet distribution12
^ z + Dir (b) h. Then, for each paragraph d of the corpus topic proportions
are sampled from a Dirichlet distribution ^ i + Dir (a) h. For each of the N d
words w d in paragraph d a topic is sampled from a Multinomial distribution
^ z d,n + Mult (i d) h and a word w d,n is drawn, conditioned on the z d,n topic,
from a multinomial distribution13 ^ p ^ w d,n | z d,n, z hh.a and b are hyperparameters that determine the sparsity of the Dirichlet14. Given this probabilistic
model, the likelihood of the corpus of paragraphs with respect to the parameters i and z takes the form of:
P dD= 1 P ^ i d | a h$ P nN= 1 | Z P ^ z d,n | i d h P ^ w d,n | z d,n, z h .
d

d, n

(3)

where:
- P ^ i d | a h represents the probability of observing the topic distribution of i d of document d conditional on a;
- P ^ z d,n | i d h represents the probability of the topic assignment z d,n of
word n in document d conditional on the topic distribution of the
document;
12 A Dirichlet Distribution is a distribution of positive probabilities whose sum is equal to one. It is the generalization of a Beta distribution.
13 A Multinomial Distribution is the generalization of the Binomial distribution (i.e., when there are more than
two outcomes).
14 In other words, LDA uses two Dirichlet distributions, each with its own hyperparameter. is the hyperparameter for the distribution of topics over documents: the higher its value the more likely each document will contain
a mixture of most of the topics (instead of just one or few). is the hyperparameter for the distribution of words
over topics: the higher its value the more likely each topic will contain a mixture of most of the words (instead
of just few specific words).
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-

P ^ w d,n | z d,n, z h represents the probability of observing a specific word

conditional on both the topic assignment of such word and on the
word probability of the given topic.
LDA tries to find the optimal topic assignment z d,n per word per document
and the optimal word probability z per topic that maximizes this likelihood,
which however is computationally unfeasible. Thus, some other methods for
LDA such as Gibbs sampling have been developed. Gibbs sampling is a Monte Carlo Markov-chain algorithm, where Markov-chain refers to the action of
sampling each variable one at a time, keeping fixed the current values of the
other variables. Within LDA application Gibbs sampling iteratively changes
the topic assignment of one word, conditional of the topic assignment of all
the other words. In particular, Gibbs algorithm will first randomly assign a
topic to each word in the corpus of documents (as said before, the number of
topics must be chosen beforehand). As a consequence, each document will be
randomly assigned to some topics. Afterward, it will assume that all the word
assignments are correct but the current one in document d. Gibbs sampling
will assign a new topic to such word following a probabilistic model: it multiplies the proportion of words in document d that are currently assigned to
topic t to the proportion of assignments to topic t over all documents coming
from that word:
P ^ topic t | document d h # P ^ word w | topic t h

(4)

That is, in assigning the new topic to the current word, Gibbs sampling
will take into account both the proportion of words of document d assigned
to topic t (excluding the current word) and the proportion of assignments to
topic t over all documents that came from this word w. This process will be
repeated for each word w of each document d of corpus D until a steady-state
of word topic assignments is reached (i.e., when the assignments will stop
changing). The outputs of this process are the expected word-topic probabilities and the document-topic probabilities.
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3.3.3. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)’s shortcomings
As already described, the basic LDA model is a particularly suitable tool
for Central Banks’ documents analysis, and in particular for topic modeling.
On the other hand, its application requires the researcher to specify ex-ante
the number of topics as well as to meaningfully interpret the topics from the
generated cluster of words. That is, LDA relies in part on the judgement of
the researcher, introducing subjectivity in the analysis. Other shortcomings
of LDA derive from its assumptions. LDA is a “bag-of-words” model, that
is, it assumes the order of words in a document does not matter (Blei, 2012),
which may be unrealistic in natural language. However, this assumption is
still acceptable in this analysis where the main goal in its LDA application is
to uncover the hidden topics and their proportion, with no interest in capturing the meaning or nuance of the conversations. LDA also assumes that the
order of documents does not matter and that the number of topics is fixed for
all the documents, which implies that topics cannot change over time (Blei,
2012). This assumption also does not constitute an important limitation to
my analysis as the FOMC discussions do not significantly change over time
and generally revert to the most common topics of central banking, and the
time span chosen is still limited to ten years. Moreover, the main goal of this
study doesn’t consist of finding unique topics per document, but rather the
proportions of the same topics in all the documents, i.e., topics that can be
implicitly considered as the most important ones in the Federal Reserve’s central banking. Nevertheless, for the purpose of more sophisticated goals, different extensions of the basic LDA model have been developed to overcome the
above-mentioned assumptions15.

15 See Blei (2012) for an overview of the most popular extensions.
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3.3.4. The Application of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to the FOMC
Minutes
I implemented the LDA algorithm using as object a Document Term Matrix (DTM), and as method the Gibbs sampling illustrated before to create
16
a 9-topic LDA model , following the passages (and functions) illustrated by
a popular free text mining book (Silge and Robinson, 2020, ch. 6). A DTM
is the transpose of the TDM illustrated before, and for its creation I used the
Term Frequency (TF) weighting. Another common term-weighting method is the one implemented for example by Boukus and Rosenberg (2006),
Hansen et al. (2017) and Acosta (2015), namely the Term Frequency Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) weighting17. It provides a measure of the
importance of a word in a document by giving more weight to words that
appear more frequently in a document and less weight to words very frequent to all documents. However, TF-IDF weighting is not suitable for my
analysis because the content (and so the words) of the documents subjected
to analysis is very similar, and, as already mentioned, the main goal doesn’t
consist of finding unique topics per document but rather the proportions of
the same topics in all the documents. The dimension of the DTM obtained
is 818 paragraphs times 2,437 unique words. Then, I calculated the expected
word-topic-probabilities (the “betas”), the expected probabilities of words to
belong to a certain topic (what I previously denoted as^ z v,t hin (2)). For each
topic t LDA computes the expected probability of each word being generated
from that topic. The higher the probability of a given word, the more likely
such word characterizes topic t. The model generated 21,933 probabilities
(2,437 unique words times 9 topics) most of which with a value close to
zero. Table 1 presented in the Results section reports the top 20 words for
each topic. Afterward, I also computed the expected document-topic-proba16 For this study I used 1,000 burn–in periods and 1,000 iterations.
17 TF-IDF is the product of the word’s Term Frequency (TF), defined as the frequency of a word divided by the
total number of words in the document, and the Inverse Document Matrix (IDM), defined as the logarithm of
the total number of documents divided by the number of documents containing that term.
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bilities (the “gammas”), the expected probabilities of documents (in this case,
paragraphs) to belong to a certain topic (what I previously denoted as^ i d,t hin
(1)). For each paragraph d the model will compute the expected probability
of belonging to each of the topic t. The sum of such probabilities for each
paragraph is one and so such probabilities can be interpreted as the proportion devoted to a certain topic: a higher probability means a higher proportion devoted to a certain topic. The model generated 7,362 probabilities (818
paragraphs times 9 topics). I aggregated the “gammas” per year, normalizing
by the different number of paragraphs per year, in order to identify the topic
proportions per document over the years 2002-2013. The results are presented in the next section.

4. Results
The following section first presents some exploratory data analysis and
then the core results of the study following the application of LDA.

4.1. Exploratory Data Analysis: the Most Frequent Words
As illustrated before, I computed a TDM to generate a bar plot (Figure 1)
and a word cloud18 (Figure 2) of the most frequent words.

18 A word cloud is a popular text mining representation of words whereby the frequency of each word is shown
with font size and color.
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Figure 1 - Bar plot of the 30 most frequent words

Figure 2 - Word Cloud of the most frequent words
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As can be seen from the two figures, the seven most common words in the
FOMC minutes are inflation, economy, price, market, rate, growth and policy,
words closely related to some of the most discussed topics of Central Banks,
that is, Inflation, Economy, and Monetary Policy. Other very frequent words
are business, spending, financial and labor, the first two related to the topic
of Key Sectors (comprising Consumer Spending, Business Investments and
Housing Market), the third to financial markets, and the last one to labor
market. It is not surprising that the most frequent word in the minutes in the
considered period is inflation (and the third one price). Indeed, price stability,
generally interpreted as low and stable inflation, is one of the two elements
of the Federal Reserve’s mandate (together with maximum employment). Another reason why it is not surprising is that both Alan Greenspan and Ben
Bernanke, the two Chairmen during the period analysed, were inflation fighters first and foremost as they both accredited the benefits of low and stable
inflation.
4.2. Topics’ Identification and Proportion Over Time
As explained before, LDA is able to cluster words belonging to the same
topic without using any user pre-defined words lists. This characteristic is
what makes this statistical model so powerful and beneficial than others. LDA
manages to do so by assuming words are linked together by latent topics
based on their appearance alongside each other.
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Table 1 - Distribution of the top 20 words per topic
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For each word-cluster, Table 1 reports the top twenty words with the
highest “betas”, the expected probabilities of words to belong to a certain
topic. As previously said, the higher the probability for a given word the
more likely such a word characterizes topic t. While on the one hand LDA
manages to cluster words belonging to the same topic, on the other it does
not provide topics identification. The respective topics must be instead identified by the researcher in accordance with the subject being studied. In addition to the choice of the number of topics, also topic identification brings
subjectivity in the analysis as it is influenced by the researcher’s interpretability and knowledge of the words associated to each topic. Therefore, it is
important to carefully analyse the words that are used in the minutes when
referring to a particular topic discussed by the meetings participants. For
example, the second word-cluster contains the key words of inflation, price,
expectations, pressure, energy, cost, core, commodity, and slack, words commonly
associated to the topic of Inflation. As we can see from Table 1, the top 20
words among each word-cluster are mostly distinct (i.e., there is little overlap
of words among the clusters), which enabled me to recognize without any
doubt their respective topic. I identified the following topics: Asset Purchase
Program, Inflation, Labor Market, Fiscal Policy & International Economy,
Current and Prospective Economic Developments & Economic Projections,
Financial Markets, Economic Outlook, Key Sectors (comprising Consumer
Spending, Business Investments and Housing Market) and Monetary Policy
& Communication, the one subjected to analysis. As already mentioned, the
probability distribution characteristic of LDA is important, especially in the
context of this analysis, as it lets words to be associated with different topics,
as it is the case in reality. For example, the word price has a high expected
probability of being associated with the topic of Inflation, but it also has a
modest expected probability of being associated with the topic of Key sectors. Indeed, the level of prices is also relevant to the discussion of business
investments and consumer spending. Moreover, when discussing a certain
topic, the FOMC members frequently mention other related topics. As pre60
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viously described, the second output of LDA are the expected document-topic probabilities (“gammas”). That is, for each paragraph d LDA computed the
expected probability of belonging to each of the topics t. Thanks to LDA’s
distinctive probability distribution, the sum of such probabilities for each
paragraph is one and so they can be interpreted as the proportion devoted
to a certain topic: a higher probability means a higher proportion. I used the
obtained “gammas” to identify the topic proportions per document over the
years 2002-2013, as Figure 3 shows.
Figure 3 - Proportion of the FOMC minutes topics over time
Asset Purchase Program
Inflation
Labor Market
Fiscal Policy & International Economy
Current and Prospective Economic Developments & Economic
Projections
Financial Markets
Economic Outlook
Key Sectors
Monetary Policy & Communication

As I expected there is not a significant variation in the proportion of the
topics throughout time. This is because the meetings (and so the minutes)
are characterized by recurring contents and thus most of the topics are
covered in each of them. Despite this aspect we can still infer some relevant
information. Inflation is amply discussed throughout the entire period, but
especially between 2004-2006, when inflation pressures were a major concern for the FOMC. The topic of Key Sectors is significant throughout the
entire period as it encloses consumer spending, business investments, and
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the housing market, information crucially important for the assessment of
the economic condition. As it could be reasonably expected, the proportion
of the minutes devoted to the Financial Markets topic increased substantially starting from the years of the Global Financial Crisis. Following the
same reasoning, also the topic of the Asset Purchase Program increased in
the last part of the sample period due to the large-scale program initiated
in late 2008 and ended in 2014. In the next section I will analyse in detail
the evolution of the topic of Monetary Policy & Communication, the one
subjected to analysis.

4.3. A Focus on the Topic of Monetary Policy & Communication
Figure 4 - Proportion of the FOMC minutes Monetary Policy & Communication
topic over time

Monetary Policy & Communication

The main aim of this paper is to analyse whether the increased monetary policy transparency via the adoption of forward guidance in the FOMC
post-meeting statements has transformed the contents of the minutes between 2002 and 2013. In particular, I want to observe whether this greater
transparency in the post-meeting statements means also a greater proportion
of the contents devoted to monetary policy (defined as references to current
and future setting of the fed funds rate) in the minutes and if so, whether this
increase is more visible during and after the Global Financial Crisis, under
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Bernanke’s chairmanship, when the FOMC used a firmer and more explicit
form of forward guidance language. The findings support my initial hypothesis as there is not a significant variation in the proportion of topics over time
(see Figure 3), but still there is a slight increase in the proportion of the topic
of monetary policy starting from the end of 2008 (see Figure 4), when the
FOMC, under Bernanke’s leadership, made greater use of the forward guidance tool.
The period under analysis is marked by the leadership of two Fed Chairmen, Alan Greenspan, at the helm from the beginning of the sample until
January 2006 and Ben Bernanke, Chairman from February 2006 until the
end of the sample. During their years at the Fed, Alan Greenspan and Ben
Bernanke shared a lot of points of interest. For example, both were inflation
fighters first and foremost and strongly committed to maintain the independence of the Federal Reserve from short-term political pressures. However,
they had different views on many aspects, including monetary policy transparency. Alan Greenspan was very well known for his “Constructive Ambiguity” language and for his initial reluctance in moving toward greater monetary
policy transparency. Greenspan (2007) admitted in his autobiography that he
was aware of the influence his words had and he used this intentional strategy
to prevent overreactions to his remarks by financial markets, and so to prevent a self- fulfilling prophecy. “I took care, naturally, to couch any discussion of
possible future moves in Fedspeak to keep from rolling the markets”, Greenspan
(2007) said. He was referring to a time he was asked in 1993 about interest
rates at one of the semi-annual reports to Congress. On the other hand, from
its early days as Governor in 2002, Bernanke was a strong supporter of monetary policy transparency and of the use of forward guidance for shaping market expectations, especially in the zero lower bound condition, when future
rate cuts are no longer possible (Bernanke, 2015). Once Chairman, Bernanke
was strongly intentioned to make “monetary policy as transparent and open as
reasonably as possible” (Bernanke, 2013).
The period under analysis starts in 2002 when the FOMC didn’t yet emRIVISTA BANCARIA - MINERVA BANCARIA N. 3 / 2022
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ploy a direct form of forward guidance language in its post-meeting statements. The statements indeed did not provide a direct indication of the next
FOMC move but rather a language from which such information could be
implicitly inferred in the form of “tilt” or “bias” and then “balance of risks”.
In August 2003, worried about a possible emergence of deflation, after lowering the fed funds rate almost to the zero-lower bound, the FOMC tried
to manage expectations with a firmer and time-dependent form of forward
guidance: “policy accommodation can be maintained for a considerable period”.
Although such language started only at half-year, we can see from Figure 4
a slight increase in the proportion of the topic in the minutes between 2002
and 2003. The “considerable period” language was used for the subsequent
FOMC statements until January 2004 when “can be patient in removing its
policy accommodation” was introduced, which was then substituted in May by
“policy accommodation can be removed at a pace that is likely to be measured”,
signaling that the economic conditions were changing and the fed funds rate
would have likely been raised soon, as was indeed the case. In June 2004 the
FOMC repeated the same language of May and at every subsequent meeting
the Fed increased its overnight rate by 25 basis points until the last meeting of Chairman Greenspan, January 2006. Such forward guidance language
was then changed in December 2005 with some looser statements indicating
some likely policy firming. The direct interest rate guidance that started in
August 2003 ended in June 2006. This drop in the language is also reflected
in the minutes (although not from the beginning) as we can see a decrease in
the topic proportion until the end of 2008-beginning of 2009. The forward
guidance language was then resurrected in December 2008, once the FOMC
had clearer ideas regarding the economic outlook after the Global Financial
Crisis, with a purely qualitative language indicating that the exceptionally
low levels of the fed funds rate would have continued for “some time”. The
December 2008 statement was slightly modified in March 2009, when “for
some time” was replaced with the firmer “for an extended period” language
that was maintained until June 2011. Afterward, the Committee significant64
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ly changed the statement with a less qualitative and more explicit language
introducing a specific date. In August 2011 the statement indicated “likely
to warrant exceptionally low levels for the federal funds rate at least through
mid-2013”. This type of language is also referred to as date-based forward
guidance. The date was then pushed out twice, “at least through late 2014” (in
the January 2012 statement) and “at least through mid-2015” (in the September 2012 statement). Afterward, starting from December 2012 until the end
of the sample period, the language underwent a second important change as
the future path of the policy rate was tied to the Fed’s economic objectives.
As Bernanke (2013) stated, the FOMC believed date-based statements to
be limited and opted for a language that explained how future policy would
be affected by future economic conditions, the so-called “state-contingent
language” (see Table 2 in Appendix 2 for further details of the changes in
forward guidance language by the FOMC during the period under analysis). In conclusion, during and after the Global Financial Crisis, the FOMC
under Bernanke’s leadership used a firmer and more explicit form of forward
guidance language. By looking at Figure 4 we can infer that this increase
in monetary policy transparency via greater use of forward guidance in the
post-meeting statements is also reflected in the minutes, as we can observe an
increase, although slight, in the proportion of the topic devoted to monetary
policy starting from the end of 2008-beginning of 2009 until the end of the
sample. That is, the results suggest that although Greenspan set the stage, Bernanke steered the Federal Reserve in the direction of greater monetary policy
transparency also through the greater use of the forward guidance language
during and after the crisis.
Another aspect worth discussing regards the Large-Scale Asset Purchase
Program (also known as Quantitative Easing). As Figure 3 shows, the Asset
Purchase Program topic proportion increased starting from late 2008 when
the FOMC, besides lowering the fed funds rate and using the forward guidance tool, provided additional stimulus via the unconventional tool of LargeScale Asset Purchase Program (LSAPs). As Bernanke (2013) illustrated, both
RIVISTA BANCARIA - MINERVA BANCARIA N. 3 / 2022
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forward guidance and LSAPs affect longer-term interest rates but in different
ways: forward guidance affects long-term rates by shaping the expectations of
the future short-term rates, whereas LSAPs by influencing the term premium.
However, the LSAPs can also be seen as a commitment of a Central Bank to
maintain the target rate to zero for a certain period19 and thus it may also affect short-term market expectations. Therefore, the increase in the proportion
of this topic starting from late 2008 visible in Figure 3 can be partly considered as a contribution to greater monetary policy transparency in the minutes.

5. Concluding Remarks
Thirty years ago, it was generally believed that secrecy and ambiguity were
part of Central Banks’ policy-making culture. Many central bankers believed
their actions should be shrouded in mystery to enhance the effectiveness of
monetary policy. However, over time, thanks to the growing empirical evidence of the enhancement of the effectiveness of monetary policy driven by
communication, Central Banks, including the Federal Reserve, have become
remarkably more transparent and started to rely more heavily on communication for monetary policy-making. In the aftermath of the Global Financial Crisis much attention has been given to Central Banks’ forward-looking
communication related to the monetary policy stance, which is known as
forward guidance. In this paper I applied Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA),
a text mining technique, to divide the FOMC meeting minutes from 2002 to
2013, during Alan Greenspan’s and Ben Bernanke’s chairmanships, into nine
economic topics. The main objective is to analyse whether the increased monetary policy transparency via the adoption of forward guidance starting from
2003 in the FOMC post-meeting statements has transformed the contents of
the minutes over time. In particular, I wanted to observe whether the greater
19 This is because, by implementing a Large-Scale Asset Purchase Program a Central Bank commits itself to keep
reserves well above those needed to maintain the benchmark rate to zero (Bernanke and Reinhart, 2004).
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transparency in the post-meeting statements means also greater proportion
of contents devoted to monetary policy in the minutes, and whether this increase is more visible during and after the Global Financial Crisis, under Bernanke’s chairmanship, when the FOMC used a firmer and more explicit form
of forward guidance language. The findings support my initial hypothesis as
overall there isn’t a significant variation in the proportion of topics over time,
but still we can see an increase in the proportion of the topic under analysis
starting with the firmer use of forward guidance during and post-crisis. In
conclusion, the results suggest that although Greenspan set the stage, Bernanke, prompted also by his empirical research, steered the Federal Reserve in the
direction of greater monetary policy transparency also through the greater use
of the forward guidance language during and after the crisis.
A second but important aim of this paper is to be able to correctly identify
the topics discussed by the FOMC during their meetings. LDA is a particularly suitable tool for Central Banks’ documents analysis, and in particular for
topic modeling. It is capable of automatically extracting the topics from a collection of documents and accurately clustering words belonging to the same
topic without the use of any pre-defined words lists. Despite the mentioned
shortcomings of its basic model deriving from its assumptions, LDA remains
a very powerful and popular tool for discovering the hidden topics in large
unstructured collection of documents, with numerous applications beyond
this work to unveil the art of Central Bank’s communication.
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Appendix 1 - Pre-processing of the data
Prior to processing the text documents, I carried out some pre-processing
passages very common in any text mining analysis to prepare the documents
in a format suitable for analysis. In particular I:
removed numbers, punctuation, excess whitespace, and single-digit
words;
converted uppercase to lowercase;
broke the corpus into individual tokens20 (i.e., words).
removed the “stopwords”, very frequent words that do not provide
meaning about the contents of documents, such as “the”, “and, “of ” as
well as pronouns and conjunctions, for a total of 1,149 words. I also
deleted an additional list of non-meaningful words commonly seen in
the FOMC language (“mystopwords”), such as “committee” and “participants” (see Table 3 in Appendix 2 for the complete list);
stemmed the words21, that is, removed their suffix or prefix so that the
algorithm could recognized words with the same root as the same word.
At the end of the above-mentioned steps the number of total words was
more than halved, from an initial of 185,249 to 84,404. Please find below an
example of a text cleaning process.

20 This process is known as “tokenization” and it implies the creation of “one-token-per-document-per-row” table,
which is particularly useful for popular text mining packages.
21 I used Martin Porter’s stemming algorithm and the Snowball’s C “libstemmer” library.
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Original text, from the 29th-30th June 2004 FOMC Minutes
“In the Committee’s discussion of policy for the intermeeting period,
all of the members indicated that they could support an upward adjustment in the target for the federal funds rate from a level of 1 percent to 1-1/4 percent. Recent developments, notably the persistence
of solid gains in output and employment along with indications of
some increase in inflation, were seen as warranting a first step in the
process of removing policy accommodation. The timing and pace of
further policy moves would depend, of course, on the members’ reading of the incoming economic information and their interpretation of
its implications for economic activity and inflation.”

Step 1 - cleaning of the text from special characters, punctuation,
numbers, and excess whitespace, and uppercase converted into lowercase
“in the committees discussion of policy for the intermeeting period
all of the members indicated that they could support an upward adjustment in the target for the federal funds rate from a level of percent
to percent recent developments notably the persistence of solid gains
in output and employment along with indications of some increase
in inflation were seen as warranting a first step in the process of removing policy accommodation the timing and pace of further policy
moves would depend of course on the members reading of the incoming economic information and their interpretation of its implications
for economic activity and inflation”
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Step 2 - cleaning of the text from the most common English “stopwords”
and from “mystopwords” list
“policy indicated support upward adjustment target funds rate level
percent percent recent developments notably persistence solid gains
output employment along indications increase inflation seen warranting first step process removing policy accommodation timing pace
policy moves depend course reading incoming economic information
interpretation implications economic activity inflation”

Step 3 - Stemming of the words in the text
“polici indic support upward adjust target fund rate level percent
percent recent develop notabl persist solid gain output employ along
indic increas inflat seen warrant first step process remov polici accommod time pace polici move depend cours read incom econom inform
interpret implic econom activ inflat”
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Appendix 2 - Additional Tables

Table 2 - Changes in forward guidance language by the FOMC as communicated in its post-meeting statements between
2003-2013
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Table 3 - List of additional stopwords (“mystopwords”)
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